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ABSTRACT: Molecular interactions between the tumor suppressor p53 and the transcriptional coactivators
CBP/p300 are critical for the regulation of p53 transactivation and stability. The transactivation domain
(TAD) of p53 binds directly to several CBP/p300 domains (TAZ1, TAZ2, NCBD, and KIX). Here we
map the interaction between the p53 TAD and the CBP KIX domain using isothermal titration calorimetry
and NMR spectroscopy. KIX is a structural domain in CBP/p300 that can simultaneously bind two
polypeptide ligands, such as the activation domain of MLL and the kinase-inducible activation domain
(pKID) of CREB, using distinct interaction surfaces. The p53 TAD consists of two subdomains (AD1
and AD2); peptides corresponding to the isolated AD1 and AD2 subdomains interact with KIX with
relatively low affinity, but a longer peptide containing both subdomains binds KIX tightly. In the context
of the full-length p53 TAD, AD1 and AD2 bind synergistically to KIX. Mapping of the chemical shift
perturbations onto the structure of KIX shows that isolated AD1 and AD2 peptides bind to both the MLL
and pKID sites. Spin-labeling experiments show that the complex of the full-length p53 TAD with KIX
is disordered, with the AD1 and AD2 subdomains each interacting with both the MLL and pKID binding
surfaces. Phosphorylation of the p53 TAD at Thr18 or Ser20 increases the KIX binding affinity. The
affinity is further enhanced by simultaneous phosphorylation of Thr18 and Ser20, and the specificity of
the interaction is increased. The p53 TAD simultaneously occupies the two distinct sites that have been
identified on the CBP KIX domain and efficiently competes for these sites with other known KIX-binding
transcription factors.

Eukaryotic transcriptional regulation is accomplished
through a complex network of interactions between gene-
specific DNA-bound activators and coactivators. CREB
binding protein (CBP)1 and its close relative p300 are general
transcriptional coactivators that function as scaffolds for the
recruitment and assembly of the transcriptional machinery
and also modify chromatin and transcription factors through
their intrinsic acetyltransferase activity (1). CBP and p300
contain a number of modular protein binding domains that
mediate recruitment by a diverse array of transcription
factors.

The KIX domain was first characterized as the region of
CBP responsible for binding the phosphorylated kinase-
inducible activation domain (pKID) of CREB (2). Many
other eukaryotic and viral transcription factors, including
MLL, c-Jun, c-Myb, HTLV-1 Tax, and HIV-1 Tat, have
since been shown to recruit CBP/p300 through interactions
with the KIX domain (1, 3-8). The NMR structure of the
KIX ·pKID complex (9) revealed that pKID folds upon
binding to KIX, forming two orthogonal R-helices. The RB
helix of pKID binds to a hydrophobic groove formed by the
first and third helices of KIX while the RA helix of pKID
interacts with a different face of the third helix. The c-Myb
activation domain binds to the same hydrophobic groove as
the RB helix of pKID (10). However, the activation domains
of MLL, Tax, Tat, and c-Jun bind to a different surface of
KIX, on the opposite face of the protein from the pKID/c-
Myb binding site (8, 11-13). The existence of two distinct
binding surfaces means that KIX is capable of binding two
transcriptional activation domains simultaneously to form a
ternary complex. Simultaneous, cooperative binding of MLL
and pKID or MLL and c-Myb to KIX (12) provides a
potential mechanism for synergism between different tran-
scriptional pathways. It has recently been suggested that the
human T-cell leukemia virus (HTLV-1) oncoprotein Tax
participates in oncogenesis by competing with MLL for KIX
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binding, in order to recruit CBP/p300 to the viral HTLV-1
promoter (14).

The tumor suppressor p53 plays crucial roles in cell cycle
arrest and apoptosis in response to stress stimuli such as
oncogene activation or DNA damage (15, 16). The stabiliza-
tion, transactivation, and DNA binding activity of p53 are
regulated through physical and functional interactions with
CBP/p300 (17, 18). The N-terminal region of p53 contains
a transcriptional activation domain (TAD, residues 1-61)
and a proline-rich domain (residues 62-91), both of which
are intrinsically disordered (19-21). Two subdomains within
the TAD, termed AD1 (residues 1-40) and AD2 (residues
41-61), mediate protein-protein interactions that regulate
the stability of p53 and activate transcription of p53
responsive genes (22-25). The p53 TAD mediates interac-
tions with multiple domains of CBP/p300 and is essential
for transactivation of p53-responsive genes (26-34).

Here we focus on the interactions between the p53 TAD
and the KIX domain of CBP/p300, which have been shown
to be important for p53 transactivation (31). The HTLV-1
oncoprotein Tax also binds to the KIX domain (35, 36) and
inhibits p53-mediated transactivation (37) or alleviates p53-
induced repression of target genes (38). To obtain insights
into the nature of the complex formed between the p53 TAD
and KIX, we have used NMR methods to map the interac-
tions of the full-length TAD and the isolated AD1 and AD2
subdomains to the KIX domain of CBP. While binding of
isolated AD1 and AD2 to KIX was not detectable using ITC,
interactions were observed by NMR, allowing calculation
of dissociation constants for binding of the individual
subdomains. A much tighter interaction was observed for
the full-length p53 TAD than the isolated AD1 and AD2
subdomains, although the complex is structurally disordered.
Phosphorylation of the p53 TAD at Thr18 and/or Ser20
significantly enhances the affinity and specificity of the
interaction with KIX.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Protein Expression and Sample Preparation. Constructs
corresponding to residues 38-61, 13-61, and 1-61 of
human p53 protein were generated by PCR-based mutagen-
esis. All p53 TAD constructs were expressed as N-terminal
fusions with His6-GB1 (residues 1-56 of the B1 domain of
protein G) in Escherichia coli BL21(DE3)[DNAY]. Pellets
containing p53 TAD peptides were suspended in 40 mL of
buffer (6 M urea, 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl)
per liter of culture. The soluble fraction was isolated by
centrifugation at 20000g for 30 min. The supernatant was
purified by chromatography on Ni-NTA resin, and the His6-
GB1 tag was removed by thrombin digestion in the column.
The cleaved p53 constructs were further purified by reversed-
phase HPLC.

The activation domains of MLL (residues 2842-2869),
pKID (residues 114-147), and c-Myb (residues 284-315)
were prepared from GB1 fusion proteins as described
previously (39). The KIX domain (residues 586-672) of
mouse CBP was expressed and purified as previously
described (9). Samples were prepared with 15N labeling and
15N,13C double labeling for NMR experiments. A peptide
containingresidues14-28ofhumanp53,designatedp53(14-28),
was synthesized on a Perseptive Biosystems synthesizer using

standard solid-phase Fmoc methods. The phosphorylated
peptides p53(13-57)pT18, p53(13-57)pS20, and p53(13-57)
pT18pS20, were synthesized using Fmoc-Thr(PO(OBzl)-
OH)-OH and Fmoc-Ser(PO(OBzl)-OH)-OH for incorporation
of phosphothreonine and phosphoserine, respectively. The
peptides were purified with reversed-phase HPLC on a C18
silica column, and purity and mass were confirmed by
analytical reversed-phase HPLC and MALDI-TOF.

Preparation of Spin-Labeled Samples. Single N-terminal
(P13C) and C-terminal (D61C) cysteine mutants were
generated from the His6-GB1-p53(13-61) plasmid using the
QuikChange kit (Stratagene). An additional residue (Gly)
was incorporated at the N-terminus to facilitate thrombin
cleavage from the His6-GB1 tag. The purification protocol
was slightly modified for the spin-labeled protein. Bacterial
pellets were suspended in 40 mL of 6 M urea, 25 mM Tris-
HCl, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, and 10 mM �-mercaptoethanol.
The lysis supernatant was loaded onto Ni-NTA resin, and
the resin was washed with lysis buffer without �-mercap-
toethanol. A 5-fold molar excess of MTSL (Toronto Research
Chemicals) was added to the Ni-NTA resin and incubated
at room temperature for ∼12 h. The His6-GB1 tag was
removed by cleavage with thrombin in 25 mM Tris-HCl
buffer, pH 8.0, containing 150 mM NaCl. The spin-labeled
protein was eluted from the column and purified by reversed-
phase HPLC. Attachment of the spin label was confirmed
by MALDI-TOF (Supporting Information Figure S1).

The phosphorylated cysteine mutant peptides p53(13-57)
pT18pS20(P13C) and p53(13-57)pT18pS20(D57C) were
synthesized using standard solid-phase Fmoc methods and
purified by reversed-phase HPLC. The purified peptides were
lyophilized and resuspended in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0,
50 mM NaCl, and 5 mM DTT to a concentration of
approximately 4 mg/mL. DTT was removed by buffer
exchange on a NAP10 column (GE Healthcare), and the
protein was immediately labeled with MTSL. A 10-fold
molar excess of MTSL was added, and the reaction was
allowed to proceed for ∼12 h at room temperature. The spin-
labeled p53 peptides were purified by reversed-phase HPLC.
Attachment of the spin label was confirmed by MALDI-
TOF (Supporting Information Figure S2).

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC). ITC experiments
were performed at 35 °C using a MicroCal Omega VP-ITC
instrument (MicroCal, Amherst, MA). Samples were pre-
pared in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.0, and 50 mM NaCl buffer.
Protein concentration was determined by absorbance at 280
nm. The concentration of KIX in the ITC cell was 50 µM;
the concentrations of the p53 peptides in the syringe were
10-fold greater than that of KIX. Typically, one injection of
5 µL was followed by 29 injections of 10 µL until a molar
ratio of 2.5 was obtained. The dilution heats are typically
small and were subtracted from the calorimetric data.
Integration of the thermogram and subtraction of the blanks
yielded a binding isotherm that was fitted to a one-site
binding model using the Microcal Origin software. The
stoichiometry for the ITC runs ranged from 0.8 to 1.2, with
most close to 1.0. All experiments were performed in
duplicate.

NMR Spectroscopy. NMR spectra were recorded at 27 °C
on Bruker Avance500 and DRX600 spectrometers fitted with
cryoprobes and were referenced to external DSS. Protein
samples were prepared in NMR buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl,
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pH 6.5, 50 mM NaCl) at concentrations of 0.2-0.5 mM for
labeled protein samples and 0.02-1 mM for unlabeled
proteins. NMR data processing and analysis were performed
using NMRPipe (40) and NMRView (41). Backbone reso-
nances of KIX and p53(13-61) were assigned using standard
triple-resonance experiments: HNCA (42), HNCACB (43),
and CBCA(CO)NH (42).

Spin-labeled NMR samples were prepared in NMR buffer
at a molar ratio of 1:1 for 15N- labeled KIX and spin-labeled
p53 peptides. For measurements of paramagnetic relaxation
enhancement, 1H-15N HSQC spectra were recorded in the
presence and absence of ascorbic acid. Reduction of the spin
label to its diamagnetic state was achieved by addition of a
5-fold molar excess of ascorbic acid and incubation over-
night. The intensity ratios of 1H-15N HSQC peaks were
calculated as Ipara/Idia, where Ipara is the resonance intensity
of the spin-labeled sample, Idia is the resonance intensity of
the spin-labeled sample following reduction by ascorbic acid.
In control experiments, free MTSL spin label added to KIX
caused no detectable broadening of resonances in the HSQC
spectrum (Supporting Information Figure S3).

Dissociation Constants from Chemical Shift Titrations. The
dissociation constant, Kd, was obtained from changes in the
weighted average chemical shift differences ∆δ(N,H)av )
[(∆δHN)2 + (∆δN/5)2]1/2 assuming a one-site binding model,
a two-site binding model, or a competitive binding model.
The one-site binding model assumes

∆δ(N,H)av )
∆δFB

2P0
{(P0 + L0 +Kd)-

√(P0 + L0 +Kd)
2 - 4P0L0} (1)

where ∆δFB is the chemical shift difference between the free
and bound forms and P0 and L0 are the total concentrations
of KIX and p53, respectively. The two-site binding model
was used to analyze the HSQC titrations of AD1 and AD2
into 15N-labeled KIX:

∆δ(N) or ∆δ(H)) L
Kd1 + L

∆δ1 +
L

Kd2 + L
∆δ2 (2)

where Kd1 and Kd2 are the dissociation constants for the
primary and secondary binding sites, respectively, ∆δ1 and
∆δ2 are the chemical shift differences between the free form
and the bound form with the primary and secondary site
occupied, respectively, and L is the concentration of p53 free
in solution and is obtained by solving the equation (44):

L3 + (2P0 - L0 +Kd1 +Kd2)L
2 + {(P0 - L0)(Kd1 +Kd2)+
Kd1Kd2}L-Kd1Kd2L0 ) 0 (3)

A competitive binding model was used for the HSQC
titrations of full-length p53 into 15N-labeled KIX:

∆δ(N,H)av )
L

Kd1Kd2 + (Kd1 +Kd2)L
(Kd2∆δ1 +Kd1∆δ2)

(4)

This equation can be transformed into

∆δ(N,H)av )
L

Kd + L
∆δm (5)

Kd )
Kd1Kd2

Kd1 +Kd2
(6)

∆δm )
(1/Kd1)∆δ1 + (1/Kd2)∆δ2

(1/Kd1)+ (1/Kd2)
(7)

where Kd in eqs 5 and 6 is the harmonic mean of Kd1 and
Kd2. Here

L) 1
2

{(L0 -P0 -Kd)+ √(L0 -P0 -Kd)
2 + 4KdL0} (8)

Equations 5 and 8 hold also in the one-site binding model,
except that the Kd for the competitive binding model is the
harmonic mean of Kd1 and Kd2.

The titration curves were fitted locally or globally with
anin-housefittingprogramnmrKdusingtheLevenberg-Marquardt
algorithm (45).

RESULTS

Interaction between p53 TAD and KIX. In order to dissect
the interactions between the p53 TAD and KIX, various p53
TAD constructs, including short peptides representing the
subdomains AD1 (residues 14-28) and AD2 (residues
38-61) (Figure 1), were prepared. Unlabeled and 15N- or
15N,13C-labeled p53 TAD (residues 13-61) and KIX domain
were expressed in E. coli for ITC and NMR experiments.
Since the affinities of p53(1-61) and p53(13-61) for KIX
are the same within experimental error (Table 1), the shorter
construct p53(13-61) was used for the NMR titrations. The

FIGURE 1: Sequence of the N-terminal transactivation domain of
p53. The regions that form helical structure in complexes with
MDM2 (52) and replication protein A (53) are boxed. The regions
corresponding to the AD1 and AD2 peptides used in this work are
indicated by black bars.

Table 1: Dissociation Constants (Kd, µM) Measured by ITC and NMR
for the p53 Transactivation Domain with CBP KIX Domain

ITCa NMRb

full p53(1-61) 19 ( 5
full p53(13-61) 22 ( 5 9.3 ( 0.5
AD1 p53(14-28) ndc 214 ( 5
AD1 p53(14-28) (MLL site)d 211 ( 6
AD1 p53(14-28) (pKID/c-Myb site)e 242 ( 19
AD2 p53(38-61) ndc 79 ( 4
AD2 p53(38-61) (MLL site)d 49 ( 3
AD2 p53(38-61) (pKID/c-Myb site)e 94 ( 6
full p53(13-57)pT18 1.8 ( 0.2
full p53(13-57)pS20 1.3 ( 0.2
full p53(13-57)pT18pS20 0.6 ( 0.1
MLL(2840-2858) to KIXf 2.8 ( 0.4
pKID(116-149) to KIXf 1.3 ( 0.02
Myb(291-315) to KIXf 10.0 ( 2.0
a ITC measurements were performed at 35 °C, pH 7.0. The Kd for

binding of p53(13-61) under NMR conditions (27 °C, pH 6.5) is 8.5 (
1.0 µM. b Kd values from NMR titrations at 27 °C, pH 6.5, were
obtained by global analysis. c nd, not detectable by ITC. d The titration
curves of the following residues were used for the semiglobal fitting:
614, 616, 620-626, 631, 666, 669, and 670. e The titration curves of the
following residues were used for the semiglobal fitting: 595, 596, 600,
608, 609, 650, 652, 654, 655, 657, 661, and 663. f Kd values at 27 °C,
pH 7.0 (12).

Interaction of p53 Activation Domain with KIX Domain of CBP Biochemistry, Vol. 48, No. 10, 2009 2117
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1H-15N HSQC titrations of 15N-labeled p53(13-61) with
unlabeled KIX and of 15N-labeled KIX with unlabeled
p53(13-61) showed that exchange between free and bound
forms is fast on the NMR time scale (Supporting Information
Figure S4). Although the affinity is modest (22 ( 5 µM)
(Table 1), many HSQC cross-peaks of both p53 and KIX
are shifted in the titrations, and a subset of resonances
undergoes significant changes, suggesting site-specific bind-
ing between p53 TAD and KIX.

Folding of p53 TAD upon Interaction with KIX. As
reported in previous studies (21, 46), the 1H-15N HSQC
spectrum of the free p53 TAD shows poorly dispersed 1H
resonances (Figure 2a, black), and the 13CR chemical shifts
are close to random coil values (Figure 3a, black points),
indicating that the p53 TAD is largely unstructured in the
absence of a binding partner. Addition of KIX results in large

shifts of the 1H and 15N resonances (Figure 2a, red) of
residues in both the AD1 and AD2 regions (Figure 3b),
indicating that both motifs contact KIX in the complex. The
CR secondary chemical shifts of residues 19-24 and 47-53
increase significantly upon KIX binding (Figure 3a, red
points), consistent with formation of local helical structure.
Similar coupled folding and binding events occur upon
binding of the activation domains of pKID or c-Myb to KIX
(47).

Localization of the p53 TAD Binding Site on KIX. To
identify the p53 TAD binding site on KIX, we performed
1H-15N HSQC titrations of unlabeled p53(13-61) into 15N-
labeled KIX (Figure 2b). The amide chemical shift changes
are plotted in Figure 4a, and residues with amide resonances
that are highly perturbed by TAD binding are mapped onto
the KIX structure in Figure 5. The chemical shift changes
show that the p53(13-61) TAD contacts two regions of the
KIX surface. One binding site is in the vicinity of residues
F612, R623, R624, E626, L664, and R668, located in the
loop between the first and second helix and at the end of the
third helix of KIX; this site overlaps the MLL binding site.

FIGURE 2: 1H-15N HSQC spectra of p53(13-61) and KIX. (a)
1H-15N HSQC spectra of [15N]p53(13-61) free (black) and in the
presence of a 2-fold excess of unlabeled KIX (red). (b) 1H-15N
HSQC spectra of [15N]KIX free (black) and in the presence of a
2-fold excess of unlabeled p53(13-61) (red). All residues are
labeled on the bound (1:2 mol ratio) peaks. Cross-peaks from the
two tryptophan side chains of p53 are shown in the inset.

FIGURE 3: Secondary 13CR chemical shifts and weighted average
chemical shift changes of p53(13-61). (a) 13CR shifts calculated
by subtraction of published random coil values from the experi-
mental 13CR chemical shifts for free p53(13-61) (black dots) and
KIX-bound p53(13-61) (red dots). (b) Histogram showing weighted
average chemical shift changes ∆δ(N,H)av ()[(∆δHN)2 + (∆δN/
5)2]1/2, where ∆δHN and ∆δN correspond to the differences in amide
1H and 15N chemical shifts between the free and bound states) for
p53 amide resonances caused by binding to KIX.

FIGURE 4: Histogram showing weighted average chemical shift
changes for KIX amide resonances between free KIX and in the
1:1 complexes with (a) p53(13-61), (b) p53(14-28), and (c)
p53(38-61).

FIGURE 5: Binding sites of p53 TAD on KIX. Weighted average
chemical shift differences ∆δ(N,H)av of KIX amide resonances
(Figure 4a) between free KIX and in complex with p53(13-61)
are mapped onto the surface of KIX in the ternary KIX ·MLL · c-
myb complex (64) (PDB 2AGH) using colors to indicate changes
in chemical shift greater than 2 × standard deviation from the mean
(SD) (red), between 1 and 2 × SD (magenta), between mean and
1 × SD (orange), and between half of the average chemical shift
difference (∆δav/2) and the average chemical shift difference (∆δav)
(yellow). The polypeptide backbones of the bound MLL and c-Myb
are shown in blue and green, respectively. The figure was prepared
using MOLMOL (65).

2118 Biochemistry, Vol. 48, No. 10, 2009 Lee et al.
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The other site is formed by D647, H651, A654, E655, and
Y658, which are located on a different face of KIX and
constitute part of the pKID/c-Myb binding site. These results
suggest that the full-length p53 TAD interacts with the MLL
and pKID/c-Myb sites simultaneously.

In order to better define the binding sites of the AD1 and
AD2 subdomains of the p53 TAD on KIX, we separately
titrated peptides representing the AD1 and AD2 subdomains
(p53(14-28) and p53(38-61)) into 15N-labeled KIX. Al-
though AD1 and AD2 binding caused smaller perturbations
of the KIX NMR spectrum compared to the full-length TAD,
it is clear from the pattern of chemical shift changes that
both of the component peptides contact both the MLL and
pKID/c-Myb binding sites (Figure 4b,c).

To determine which of the two binding sites was preferred
by each subdomain, Kd values were calculated from global
fitting of the HSQC titration data, assuming a one-site or
two-site binding model. Global fitting of the AD1 and AD2
titrations assuming a one-site binding model converged and
gave Kd values of 214 ( 5 and 79 ( 4 µM, respectively
(Table 1); the fitting assuming the two-site binding model
failed to converge. This could happen if the Kd values for
the primary and secondary binding are close. Therefore, the
titration curves of residues in the MLL site and those in the
pKID/c-Myb site were fitted separately to obtain estimates
of the relative binding affinities in each site. It should be
noted that the Kd values thus obtained are not true dissocia-
tion constants for two-site binding, because the free p53
concentration (L) is different for the one-site and two-site
binding models (see eqs 2 and 5). The Kd values for the MLL
and the pKID/c-Myb sites are 211 ( 6 and 242 ( 19 µM,
respectively, for binding of the AD1 peptide and 49 ( 3
and 94 ( 6 µM for AD2 (Table 1 and Figure 6a,b) These
values differ by less than a factor of 2, consistent with the
global fitting results. However, it is also important to note
that the difference in the two Kd values is larger than the
experimental error. Thus, AD1 and AD2 can bind to KIX at
two different binding sites with similar Kd values, with
binding to the MLL site occurring with slightly higher affinity
for each of the subdomains and with AD2 having a greater
affinity for both sites than AD1.

The existence of alternate binding modes for the p53 TAD
was confirmed by competition experiments (Supporting
Information Figure S5) in which unlabeled MLL, pKID, or
c-Myb was titrated into the 1:1 15N-p53(13-61) TAD:14N-
KIX binary complex and changes in amide chemical shifts
in HSQC spectra were monitored. Resonances associated
with both the AD1 and AD2 motifs are shifted back toward
their chemical shifts in free p53 TAD spectra, showing that
binding of a competitive ligand in either the MLL or c-Myb/
pKID binding site inhibits interactions with both p53 binding
motifs.

Spin Labels ReVeal Nonspecific Interactions between p53
and KIX. Since the AD1 and AD2 motifs can potentially
bind to both the MLL and pKID/c-Myb sites of KIX, we
next investigated the preferred mode of interaction of the
full-length p53 TAD with KIX using site-directed paramag-
netic nitroxide spin labeling. 1H-15N HSQC spectra of KIX
with N-terminal or C-terminal spin-labeled p53 TAD were
collected in both their paramagnetic and diamagnetic forms.
Because the spin labels are attached at the flexible N- and
C-terminal ends of the p53 TAD, we have not attempted to

extract quantitative distances from the data. Rather, we looked
for trends in paramagnetic enhancement of nuclear spin
relaxation of KIX. Paramagnetic broadening ratios for N-
terminal and C-terminal spin labeling of p53 TAD are shown
in Figure 7a. Many of the cross-peaks in the HSQC spectra of
KIX are significantly broadened by the paramagnetic spin labels
on the p53 TAD. The broadening effects are mapped onto the
KIX structure in Figure 8. The paramagnetic spin labels attached
at the C-terminus of p53(13-61) strongly broaden the amide
cross-peaks of residues in both the pKID/c-Myb and MLL
binding sites (Figure 8b), showing that the AD2 motif interacts
with approximately the same affinity at both binding surfaces
of KIX. In addition, the broadening patterns suggest that the
AD2 helix binds in two opposing orientations at each binding
site. At the pKID/c-Myb site, for example, the spin label causes
extensive broadening for residues on both the R1 helix and R3

helix, consistent with binding in alternate conformations that
differ by an approximately 180° rotation in the orientation of
the helix axis. The N-terminal spin label (Figure 8a) broadens
the resonances of residues in the MLL site somewhat more
strongly than those from the pKID/c-Myb binding surface,
indicating that the AD1 motif binds preferentially to the MLL
site and only weakly to the other binding surface. Again, the
broadening patterns suggest that the AD1 helix is disordered
in its interactions with KIX, binding in a minimum of two
conformations with approximately antiparallel helix orientations.

FIGURE 6: Selected HSQC titration curves showing the average of
the 15N and 1H chemical shift changes ∆δ(N,H)av ()[(∆δHN)2 +
(∆δN/5)2]1/2) as a function of concentration ratio for the titration of
15N-labeled KIX with (a) the AD1 peptide p53(14-28), (b) the
AD2 peptide p53(38-61), and (c) p53(13-61). The left three plots
show the curves corresponding to the MLL binding site (residues
614, 616, 620-626, 631, 666, 669, and 670), while the right three
plots show the curves corresponding to the pKID/c-Myb binding
site (residues 595, 596, 600, 608, 609, 650, 652, 654, 655, 657,
661, and 663). Values of ∆δ(N,H)av are plotted as symbols, and
the continuous lines show the curves fitted semiglobally (a, b) or
globally (c) to a one-site binding model. The complete set of curves
that were used to obtain the global and semiglobal fits is shown in
Supporting Information Figure S8.
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Thus, the AD1 and AD2 motifs effectively compete for binding
to the MLL site of KIX.

CompetitiVe Binding Model for AD1 and AD2 Interactions.
An apparent dissociation constant for the binding of the full-
length p53 TAD to KIX was estimated to be 9.3 ( 0.5 µM
by assuming a one-site binding model and fitting all the
HSQC titration curves globally (Table 1, Figure 6c). The
Kd value is in excellent agreement with that obtained by ITC
(8.5 ( 1 µM) under the same conditions as the NMR titration
(27 °C, pH 6.5).

Since the spin-labeling and competition experiments
showed the presence of two binding modes at the same
binding sites for the interaction of KIX with p53(13-61),
fitting to a single site binding model will overestimate the
binding affinity. We therefore fit the chemical shift titration
data to a competitive two-state binding model (Scheme 1):

In this model, states 1 and 2 differ in the occupancy of
the MLL and pKID/c-Myb binding sites; in one state, AD1
occupies the MLL site and AD2 the pKID/c-Myb site, with
the reverse occupancies in the other state. To a first
approximation, we assume that the helix orientational
disorder revealed by the spin-labeling experiments does not
significantly affect the Kd for binding of AD1 or AD2 in
each of the sites on KIX. Because the fitting function for
competitive binding (eq 4) has the same form as that for the
one-site binding model (eqs 5-7), accurate values of Kd1,
Kd2, ∆δ1, and ∆δ2 cannot be obtained from the fitting.
However, values of ∆δm and Kd (the harmonic mean of Kd1

and Kd2) can be obtained by fitting the data with the one-
site binding model. Thus, the apparent Kd obtained by fitting
to a one-site binding model (9.3 ( 0.5 µM, Table 1) is the
harmonic mean of Kd1 and Kd2. Using this result, we can
estimate limits on Kd1 and Kd2. The spin-label experiment
shows that cross-peak intensities in both the MLL and pKID/
c-Myb sites are decreased to a similar extent, indicating that
the populations of the two binding modes are similar. This,
in turn, suggests that the Kd values for the two binding modes
are similar. Indeed, if Kd1 , Kd2 (or Vice Versa), then a single
binding mode is dominant and the secondary binding mode
would not be observed. In the simplest case, if both Kd1 and
Kd2 are the same, then we get Kd1 ) Kd2 ) 2Kd ) 18.6 µM
from eq 6.

In order to estimate limits on Kd1 and Kd2, we calculated
the population of the two binding modes by varying the Kd1

and Kd2 values while restraining Kd ) Kd1Kd2/(Kd1 + Kd2) )
9.3 µM. With this restraint, Kd1 and Kd2 are related (Sup-
porting Information Figure S6a). When the concentrations
of both KIX and full-length p53 TAD are fixed at 200 µM
(1:1 molar ratio), ∼20% of KIX exists as the free (unbound)
form, with the remainder in either of the two bound states
(Supporting Information Figure S6b). Because the spin-label
experiment indicates that the populations of the two binding
modes are comparable, we can safely assume that the ratio
of the populations of the two binding modes should be
between 0.5 and 2.0. Accordingly, Kd1 and Kd2 are estimated
to be 14-27 µM and 27-14 µM, respectively (Supporting
Information Figure S6c).

Enhancement of Binding Affinity and Specificity by Phos-
phorylation. Phosphorylation of the p53 TAD at Thr18 results
in a 5-fold increase in the binding affinity for the KIX domain

FIGURE 7: Broadening of KIX resonances by spin-labeled p53
peptides. The histograms show the experimental intensity ratios
(I ) Ipara/Idia) for each residue with an adequately resolved cross-
peak in the 1H-15N HSQC spectrum of 15N KIX in complex
with (a) N-terminal spin-labeled p53(13-61) (black bars) and
C-terminal spin-labeled p53(13-61) (red bars) and (b) N-
terminal spin-labeled phosphorylated p53(13-57)pT18pS20
(black bars) and C-terminal spin-labeled phosphorylated
p53(13-57)pT18pS20 (red bars). An intensity ratio of 1 indicates
no effect of the spin label on an amide proton. Residues for
which quantitation was not possible due to HSQC cross-peak
overlap are indicated with stars (*). The location of the helices
(310 helix, G1 and G2; R-helix, R1, R2, and R3) in the structure
of KIX is shown schematically between the plots.

FIGURE 8: Mapping of broadening effects of spin-labeled p53(13-61)
and spin-labeled phosphorylated p53(13-57)pT18pS20 on the
surface of the KIX domain. The location of residues whose amides
show broadening upon binding are indicated by color coding based
upon the ratio of amide signal in the paramagnetic sample versus
diamagnetic sample (Ipara/Idia): red ) <0.1, orange ) 0.1-0.3,
yellow ) 0.3-0.5, blue ) >0.5, and white ) residues with
overlapped HSQC cross-peaks. The polypeptide backbones of the
bound MLL and c-Myb are shown in blue and green, respectively.
Panels: (a) N-terminal spin-labeled p53(13-61), (b) C-terminal
spin-labeledp53(13-61),(c)N-terminalspin-labeledp53(13-57)pT18pS20,
and (d) C-terminal spin-labeled p53(13-57)pT18pS20. The figure
was prepared using MOLMOL (65).

Scheme 1
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relative to unphosphorylated p53(13-61) (Table 1). A
comparable increase in binding affinity is observed upon
phosphorylation at Ser20. Since simultaneous phosphoryla-
tion of Ser15 and Ser20, or Thr18 and Ser20, appears to
have a synergistic role in activating p53-mediated apoptosis
(48-50), we investigated binding of a doubly phosphorylated
peptide (p53(13-57)pT18pS20) to the KIX domain; this
peptide binds with ∼15-fold higher affinity than the unphos-
phorylated p53 TAD (Table 1).

To investigate the effect of phosphorylation on the mode
of p53 TAD interaction with KIX, we prepared N-terminal
and C-terminal spin-labeled samples of doubly phosphory-
lated p53(13-57)pT18pS20 and measured the broadening
of KIX HSQC cross-peaks caused by the paramagnetic spin
labels. Paramagnetic broadening ratios for N-terminal and
C-terminal spin-labeled samples of the phosphorylated p53
TAD are shown in Figure 7b, and the results are mapped
onto the KIX structure in Figure 8c,d. The spin-label
experiments with the unphosphorylated p53 TAD showed
that AD1 and AD2 motifs bind with comparable affinity in
both the MLL and pKID/c-Myb sites of KIX, with just a
slight preference of the AD1 subdomain for the MLL site.
In addition, the broadening induced by N- and C-terminal
spin label is similar (Figure 7a). The broadening induced by
spin labels on the doubly phosphorylated p53 peptide is much
more specific. Cross-peaks of residues in the G1, R1, and
R3 helices located in the pKID/c-Myb site of KIX are much
more extensively broadened by the C-terminal spin label than
by the N-terminal spin label (Figure 7b). Conversely, the
N-terminal spin label causes extensive broadening of reso-
nances corresponding to the MLL site (especially in the G2
helix), and much less broadening of cross-peaks from the
pKID/c-Myb site than does the N-terminal spin-labeled
unphosphorylated p53 TAD (compare panels a and b of
Figure 7 in the region of the G2 and R3 helices and panels
a and c of Figure 8).

The C-terminal spin label on the phosphorylated p53 TAD
causes more broadening in the pKID/c-Myb site and less in
the MLL site than its unphosphorylated counterpart (Figures
7 and 8b,d). Based on the observed changes in Kd and the
increased specificity of the broadening effects of the spin
labels, it is evident that phosphorylation of the p53 TAD in
the AD1 region enhances the specificity of binding to the
KIX domain as well as enhancing the affinity (Table 1).

DISCUSSION

KIX provides two distinct binding surfaces for interactions
with transcriptional activation domains. MLL, Tax, Tat, and
c-Jun bind primarily to a groove formed at the interface
between helices G2, R2, and R3 (at the top of the KIX domain
in the view shown in Figures 5 and 8), while pKID and
c-Myb bind preferentially to a hydrophobic groove across
the surfaces of helices R1 and R3, on the opposite face of
KIX from the MLL site (Figures 5 and 8). Activation
domains from the two groups bind simultaneously and
cooperatively to KIX with a 2-fold enhanced affinity (12).
Unlike other transcription factors, the p53 TAD interacts with
both of the KIX binding sites with similar affinity, employing
both the AD1 and AD2 subdomains. The affinity is estimated
to be ∼14-27 µM based on fitting the chemical shift
titrations to a competitive model for binding of the full-length

p53TAD.Thefull-lengthp53TADisintrinsicallydisordered(20,21).
The AD1 and AD2 subdomains each contain an amphipathic
φ-x-x-φ-φ motif (φ ) bulky hydrophobic residue and x )
any residue), which mediates interactions with target proteins,
and several acidic residues. These sequence characteristics
are common in transactivation domains and are conserved
in many KIX binding proteins (Figure 9). The primary
sequence similarity indicates that KIX binding proteins have
the potential to bind both the MLL and pKID/c-Myb sites
through their amphipathic motifs. Indeed, both pKID (51)
and c-Myb (unpublished data) can bind to the MLL binding
site with low affinity in addition to binding in their cognate,
high-affinity site.

The amphipathic motifs within the AD1 and AD2 regions
of the p53 TAD fold into local helical structure upon binding
to KIX (Figure 3a). The intervening ∼20-residue loop does
not appear to interact significantly with KIX since resonances
from this region experience only very small chemical shift
perturbations upon binding (Figure 3). This loop functions
as a flexible linker that is critical for increasing the binding
affinity of the full-length p53 TAD by increasing the effective
local concentration of AD1 and AD2. In agreement with this
notion, HSQC titrations showed that the chemical shift
perturbations induced in the KIX spectrum by the addition
of a mixture of the isolated AD1 and AD2 peptides are
smaller than those caused by binding of the full-length TAD
(Supporting Information Figure S7). The AD1 and AD2
motifs have also been observed to fold into helical structure
upon binding to MDM2, replication protein A, and the p62/
Tfb1 subunit of TFIIH (52-54).

The full-length p53 TAD binds KIX with significantly
enhanced affinity relative to the isolated AD1 and AD2
domains, despite the lack of specificity and accompanying
disorder in the local interactions. The overall affinity for
p53(13-61) is significantly higher (Kd ) 14-27 µM from
the competitive binding model) than for binding of either of
the isolated AD1 or AD2 motifs (Table 1), suggesting that
the two motifs bind cooperatively and synergistically to KIX.
Nevertheless, AD2 appears to dominate the interaction since
it binds with 50 and 100 µM Kd to the MLL and pKID/c-
Myb sites, respectively, even as an isolated peptide.

Single site phosphorylation at Thr18 or Ser20 of the p53
TAD significantly enhances the affinity for binding to KIX
(Table 1). The p53 TAD becomes phosphorylated at these
and other sites in the AD1 region in response to DNA
damage and other forms of genotoxic stress (15, 55, 56).
Phosphorylation of the TAD stabilizes p53 by inhibiting
MDM2-mediated degradation and enhances its transcriptional
activity and ability to recruit CBP/p300 (57-61). Consistent
with growing evidence that two-site phosphorylation at
Thr18 and Ser20 plays a synergistic role in p53 activation

FIGURE 9: Alignment of the amino acid sequences of KIX binding
proteins. Conserved amino acids are colored according to type:
hydrophobic residues (A, V, I, L, M) are shown in yellow, positively
charged residues (R, K) in blue, and negatively charged residues
(D, E) in red.
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(48, 50), binding of a doubly phosphorylated peptide
p53(13-57)pT18pS20 to the KIX domain is enhanced 15-
fold relative to the unphosphorylated TAD, and the spin-
label data illustrated in Figure 8 show that the interactions
with KIX become significantly more specific. It thus appears
that the KIX domain could play an important role in the
regulation of the p53-CBP/p300 interaction by acting as a
sensor of phosphorylation state of the p53 TAD.

Specific recognition of phosphorylated peptides by KIX
is not without precedent. The KIX domain binds the kinase-
inducible activation domain (KID) of the transcription factor
CREB in a phosphorylation-dependent manner (2, 62).
Phosphorylation of KID results in a 40-100-fold increase
in binding affinity for KIX (47). The enhancement of binding
affinity upon phosphorylation of the p53 TAD is more
modest (5 -15-fold, Table 1), depending on whether the
TAD is phosphorylated at one or two sites. Nevertheless,
the binding affinity of all of the phospho-p53 peptides
assayed in this work (0.6-2 µM) is comparable to the affinity
for binding of pKID to KIX (47), i.e., in a range that is
biologically relevant. It is important to note that the KIX
binding surface utilized by the phosphorylated activation
domains differs for p53 and pKID. The pKID binds to the
hydrophobic groove across the face of helices R1 and R3 of
KIX, and the phosphoryl group on Ser133 forms stabilizing
hydrogen-bonding interactions with the side chain of Tyr658
of KIX (9). In contrast, the phosphorylated AD1 motif of
p53 appears to interact preferentially in the MLL binding
site on the opposite face of KIX.

The present studies provide new insights into the interplay
between CBP/p300 and other regulatory proteins in mediating
the p53 response. Control of transcriptional activation appears
to reside at least in part on competition between the activation
domains of different regulatory proteins for binding to the
CBP KIX domain. Our studies show that the KIX domain
may act as a phosphorylation sensor, binding p53 phospho-
rylated at Thr18 and/or Ser20 with enhanced affinity and
competing effectively with MDM2 for binding the p53 TAD;
phosphorylation at Thr18 or at both Thr18 and Ser20
significantly weakens the binding between the AD1 subdo-
main and MDM2 (Kd ∼3 µM) (58) such that KIX can now
compete for the p53 TAD (Kd 0.6-2 µM). Other examples
include the oncoprotein Tax, which binds to the MLL site
of KIX and competes with MLL (14). In cancer development,
Tax inhibits p53 function by directly competing with it for
binding to KIX (31). The c-myb proto-oncogene product (c-
Myb) is essential for cellular proliferation of immature
hematopoietic cells, whereas p53 inhibits cell cycle progres-
sion. p53 is known to suppress c-Myb-induced transcription
and transformation by recruiting mSin3A to downregulate
specific Myb target genes (63), but since our studies show
that c-Myb competes directly with the p53 TAD for KIX
binding, it is interesting to speculate that c-Myb suppression
may also occur via direct competition for recruitment of CBP/
p300.
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